Have you ever cursed receiving a parking ticket for leaving your car on a main road during clearway times? What are clearways and why do authorities police them?

Clearways were introduced in the 1970s, preventing kerbside parking on major traffic routes during peak periods. This was primarily to ensure efficient traffic flow but also reduced the number of side swipe collisions with parked vehicles.

Several crashes that have been investigated by the in-depth team from CASR have involved parked vehicles on main roads. In some instances, parked vehicles are not struck directly but cause a collision between passing overtaking cars. Drivers entering and exiting their parked vehicles are at risk while waiting for passing traffic, especially when the passing vehicles are trucks or have wide fittings or trailers. Parked vehicles on main roads also pose a significant hazard for cyclists. The act of looking over the shoulder for traffic when overtaking parked cars has been a major factor in several collisions between parked cars and cyclists.

Recently, Jeremy Woolley spoke to Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure staff about clearways and their role in reducing crashes involving parked vehicles. “One issue that needs further consideration is the designated clearway times,” Jeremy says. “Often, these times do not cover the times of day when the most accidents with parked cars occur. It is suggested that a detailed review of clearway operating times be conducted.”

For more information please contact Jeremy Woolley jeremy@casr.adelaide.edu.au
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Review of WA drug driving laws

The amended laws include provisions for roadside drug testing of drivers and the establishment of two offences: driving with the presence of a prescribed drug in oral fluid or blood, and driving while impaired by a drug. The evaluation involved extensive data analysis and interviews with all parties involved in the enforcement and prosecution of drug drivers.

Jeremy and Matthew concluded that the initial period of the drug driving legislation in WA had been a success overall but a number of recommendations were made to improve the new program of enforcement.

Data for just over 12 months of roadside drug testing comprised 10,000 drug tests performed in 1,000 hours of enforcement, 30% of which took place in rural areas. The drugs tested for were methamphetamine, MDMA or ecstasy, and cannabis, using a three-tiered testing process. The most common confirmed drug cases involved methamphetamine alone (40% of positive cases) and methamphetamine combined with cannabis (23%).

Matthew said, “One of the most significant findings of the study was that the second screening test failed to detect the presence of drugs in 20% of samples later confirmed to be drug positive in laboratory analyses. The second screening test was particularly ineffective for detection of cannabis. However, the Chemistry Centre of WA has been in contact with the test manufacturers and new testing kits are now being used. It is expected that this will resolve the problem but ongoing monitoring is needed to confirm this.”

Matthew added, “The authorities in WA are to be commended for analysing samples at the laboratory that were negative on the second screening test, despite this not being required by the legislation. This enabled the identification of the problem. The Chemistry Centre’s proactive response is also commendable.”

The conclusions of the process evaluation were generally positive but the report recommended against a general rollout of driver drug testing across the WA Police. Jeremy said this was because “there are legitimate concerns about the transportation and storage of evidentiary samples, especially given the range of environmental and climatic conditions throughout WA. With a general rollout, there could be an increase in the likelihood of operator error and inaccurate test results.”

One area that did require improvement was the enforcement of drug impaired driving laws. A change of drug impaired driving requires demonstration of driver impairment, rather than merely a drug positive fluid sample. Very few drug impaired driving charges were made during the first 12 months of the legislation. The authors argued that this component of the enforcement needed to be promoted more in the WA Police force. As Jeremy says, “random oral fluid testing should not be the only means available for discouraging drug driving”.

Other recommendations made by the authors included: a review of the penalties for all impaired driving offences, regular educational briefings to Magistrates and Prosecutors, regular communication with other jurisdictions, and a future crash-based evaluation to assess the road safety impact of driver drug testing.

This report was commissioned by the Department of Premier and Cabinet (WA). To access the report go to: http://casr.adelaide.edu.au/publications/researchreports/CASR064.pdf

For more information please contact, Jeremy Woolley, jeremy@casr.adelaide.edu.au
At the scene

Message from CASR

Hello and welcome to the new financial year. At CASR we believe it is vital to build the next generation of road safety experts, and so in this edition of our newsletter we have decided to profile our PhD students. It is exciting to see these new researchers developing new ideas and finding new ways to reduce road trauma as you can see from the work being done on Electronic Stability Control. Please enjoy the newsletter and we are always pleased to receive your comments and ideas.

Mary Lydon, Director, mary@casr.adelaide.edu.au

Postgraduates in the spotlight

Jamie MacKenzie

Jamie is undertaking a PhD, studying the potential effects of Electronic Stability Control (ESC) on crashes on Australian rural roads. His research aims to predict the effect that ESC will have on Australian rural crashes.

Jamie hopes his research will contribute to a reduction in the number of fatal and serious injury crashes on rural roads. One of the key issues in road safety, Jamie believes, is the combination of excessive speeds and poor infrastructure on rural roads. As well as the fact that some new vehicles still do not include ESC and other safety systems as a standard feature.

And on studying at CASR “what is great about studying at CASR is that it is a research facility and not a teaching facility. I am surrounded by other people who are conducting research.”

Daniel Searson

Daniel is currently studying the characteristics of pedestrian headform impacts. His research aims to quantify how different aspects of vehicle design and crumple zones influence pedestrian headform impact tests.

His research will assist in introducing appropriate regulatory testing for pedestrian protection, and will help understand ways in which vehicle manufacturers can be designed to reduce risks for pedestrians in the event of a collision.

Daniel enjoys studying in the multi disciplinary environment CASR provides. "It gives me a broader understanding of road safety issues, instead of just what I am working on."

I believe a major issue in road safety is protection for vulnerable road users. A lot of emphasis is given to designing vehicles to keep their occupants safe, but what about pedestrians. However, about 60% of all fatal crashes in Australia occur on rural roads. My research aims to quantify the potential effects of Electronic Stability Control on crashes on rural roads. His research aims to predict the effect that ESC will have on Australian rural crashes.

At the scene

Laser Speed Measurement Device goes global

The Centre for Automotive Safety Research and Cellbond of the UK have entered into an agreement to provide speed measurement technology to crash test laboratories around the world. The Laser Speed Measuring Device (LSMD) was developed at the Centre’s impact test laboratory and licensed to Cellbond. Cellbond had been requested by several of their customers to offer a highly accurate device for measurement of the speeds of projectiles, such as pedestrian sub-system impactors, and approached CASR to manufacture and supply the Laser Speed Measuring Device (LSMD). As a result, Cellbond is the exclusive manufacturer and distributor of this world-wide technology.

Cellbond launched the production version of the LSMD at the Enhanced Safety of Vehicles (ESV) Conference in Stuttgart, Germany in June 2009. Carmen Roesch and Petros Goutas from Cellbond attended the Conference and made a presentation about their new product. Carmen Roesch and Petros Goutas from Cellbond attended the Conference and made a presentation about their new product. Carmen Roesch and Petros Goutas from Cellbond attended the Conference and made a presentation about their new product. Carmen Roesch and Petros Goutas from Cellbond attended the Conference and made a presentation about their new product.

"Combining INRETS' knowledge of human biomechanical behaviour with our expertise in vehicle crashworthiness allows us to improve pedestrian collision simulations." - Dr Serre

"The crash testing methods that have been developed to protect pedestrians in collisions are based on computer simulations of typical crashes," said Dr Anderson, "but aspects of those models are sorely in need of improvement. With Dr Serre, we've been working on ways of making those simulations more accurate over a greater range of conditions."

The collaborators are particularly interested in the ways that pedestrian simulation can be harmonised as part of the reconstruction of real pedestrian injury, to provide some idea of the forces experienced by the pedestrian in the crash. "That would help to confirm the validity and usefulness of the crash test procedures," said Dr Anderson.

"This research attempts to understand how ESC systems interact with the environment, vehicle and driver to prevent crashes from occurring," Jamie says. "By understanding how ESC works, it will be possible to take better advantage of the benefits it offers."
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"The crash testing methods that have been developed to protect pedestrians in collisions are based on computer simulations of typical crashes," said Dr Anderson, "but aspects of those models are sorely in need of improvement. With Dr Serre, we’ve been working on ways of making those simulations more accurate over a greater range of conditions."

The collaborators are particularly interested in the ways that pedestrian simulation can be harmonised as part of the reconstruction of real pedestrian injury, to provide some idea of the forces experienced by the pedestrian in the crash. "That would help to confirm the validity and usefulness of the crash test procedures," said Dr Anderson.

Dr Serre is visiting CASR in early July to plan activities for the coming year.

Benefits of Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

"The objectives of this collaboration is to share experience and expertise between INRETS and CASR in crash investigation and vehicle design in order to improve the safety of vehicles for pedestrians," said Carmen Roesch of Cellbond. Carmen Roesch and Petros Goutas have attended a number of pedestrian safety conferences and have approached a number of insurance companies to develop a technology that will help to improve the safety of vehicles for pedestrians.

The benefits of Electronic Stability Control (ESC) are many. ESC is an active safety system which has shown potential in preventing crashes on high speed rural roads. Studies have shown that the crash rate for vehicles equipped with ESC is around 30% lower than the crash rate for vehicles not equipped with ESC. For example, in a study of single vehicle crashes on high speed rural roads the reduction in crash rate for vehicles equipped with ESC was shown to be even higher. ESC is therefore an important new technology that will help to reduce the number of deaths on rural Australian roads.

"The results from the simulations show how an ESC system brakes individual wheels in response to the specific forces experienced by the pedestrian in the crash. ‘That would help to confirm the validity and usefulness of the collision simulations.‘" - Dr Serre
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CAISR has entered into a long-term collaboration with INRETS (Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur Sécurité) in France. Researchers from the INRETS Laboratoire de Biomécanique Appliquée based at the Université de la Méditerranée in Marseilles, are working with CASR on pedestrian collision research. Brought together by a common interest in crash investigation and crash simulation, Dr Thierry Serre and Dr Robert Anderson have been working on a research program that they hope will benefit both organisations. "The objective of this collaboration is to share our experiences in the field of pedestrian safety," Dr Serre said. "Combining INRETS’ knowledge of human biomechanical behaviour with our expertise in vehicle crashworthiness allows us to improve pedestrian collision simulations."
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